PROPER BRUSHING IS ESSENTIAL
You can keep your teeth and gums clean and fresh with either a regular or an automatic toothbrush.
Procedures are the same with either.
1. First, brush straight across the teeth and braces, back and forth, to loosen food particles. Be
sure to brush on both sides of the teeth.
2. Scrub the chewing surfaces of the teeth.
3. Using a circular or vibrating motion, brush around the gum line for about 10 seconds per
tooth with a regular brush or 5 seconds per tooth with an automatic toothbrush.
In both cases the bristles of the brush should be placed where the gum and tooth meet. Brush each
tooth separately and slowly.
Rinse your mouth thoroughly and check in the mirror to make sure your teeth and gums are free of
plaque. Use of a fluoridated mouthwash is recommended.
THE HELPFUL WATERPIK
If you have a waterpik, use it as your dentist prescribes. But remember, it is not a substitute for
brushing.
Using warm water, point the jet away from the gum line.
Caution: Set the pik on “low” to avoid damage to gum tissue.
GUMS ARE AS IMPORTANT AS TEETH
You’ve probably noticed that all these instructions are talking about teeth and gums. Even without
braces, just brushing the tooth and surface does not keep your mouth healthy. Gums will tell you
when they need attention. They’ll bleed and become sore. If they aren’t used to proper care, they
may become irritated for the first few days. That’s normal, but if soreness persists, you will need to
talk with your dentist.
IMPORTANT!! It is very important to see your dentist for your regular cleanings. Please call us to
set up an appointment before your cleaning so that we may remove the wires. This enables your
dentist to give you a very thorough cleaning. Another appointment needs to be made to have the
wires put back on.
FOODS TO AVOID
Hard, sticky foods can cause a great deal of damage, worry and expense. Foods to avoid include:
CARAMELS
CORN ON THE COB
TAFFY
HARD CANDY
PEANUT BRITTLE

HARD EDGES OF BREAD
POPCORN
PIZZA CRUST
NUTS
CARBONATED BEVERAGES

You should also avoid sucking on ice, lemons or limes. If you are going to eat carrot sticks, apples or
hard French bread, cut or break foods into small pieces and be as careful as possible.
WHEN SHOULD YOU CALL US?
You need to call our office right away if a bracket becomes loose, if an archwire is “sticking” out,
use a soft blunt instrument (e.g., the end of a toothbrush) to tuck in the loose end, or you may place
wax over it. Wax can also be used to “soften” any sore spots on the gums and salt-water rinses are
also helpful.
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The Most Important Parts of Our Usual Appliance
Brackets
Recently, methods and materials have been perfected that allow braces to be cemented or bonded
directly to the tooth surface. In some cases it is no longer necessary to cement a band around each
tooth in order to hold the “handles” or brackets in place. Once treatment is finished the brackets are
removed and the tooth surface polished free of the cementing materials.
Bands
These are thin bands of metal carefully fitted to the tooth and then cemented in place. They carry
brackets, tubes, or rotating levers, (in other words, they become a handle on your tooth). They give
us a way to grasp and control each individual tooth.
Arch wires
These act as a guide or track along which the teeth are to be moved. They are changed throughout
the treatment. Each change brings us closer to the ideal tooth position.
Headgear
Sometimes called a neck strap (or cervical retractor). This uses an elastic force outside the mouth
itself that helps to bring the upper teeth back.
Rubber bands
These provide a force, which helps teeth move, usually employing one arch or group of teeth against
the other.
Brackets on bands
Bonded bracket
Little rings or modules
Headgear tube
Tie back wire
Bent end of archwire
Hook for rubberband
Elastic (rubber band)
Tie wires
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When and How Should You Clean Your Teeth During Orthodontic
Treatment?
WHEN
Within 5 minutes after you eat. Easy to say but sometimes hard to do? When you are away from
home we suggest you carry a travel type or folding toothbrush with you.
HOW
First, brush back and forth across…between the wires and gums on the upper and lower to loosen the
food particles.
Next, brush correctly as if you had no bands on.
Start on the outside of the uppers with bristles at a 45-degree angle toward the gum or shelf we have
referred to. Scrub with a circular motion two or three at a time using 10 strokes and move on.
Do the same on the inner surfaces of the uppers.
Scrub the chewing surfaces last.
Start on the outside of the lower teeth and repeat this process. Remember to direct the brush at an
angle toward the gum or shelf area.
Rinse your mouth and toothbrush. Look in a mirror to see if you have missed any places. Check the
little half moon spaces of tooth between the molar tubes and gums. If you see any areas you have
missed, clean them now.
When you have finished, the bands and wires should be free of all food particles and the soft white
coating (called plaque). The bands should look clean and shiny.
The oral lavage or oral hygiene device (water type) can be very helpful but it is to be used AFTER
thorough brushing. It is not a substitute for brushing but does remove food particles that the brush
cannot reach.
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Eating Habits and Orthodontics
Foods that are appealing but dangerous:

Sweets

Bubble Gum

Caramel

A careful orthodontic patient can probably eat almost any food and do no damage to his or her
appliance. However, these three types of food may cause trouble as may other foods. Use common
sense or if you are in doubt, ask us about some food you enjoy eating.
Avoid eating:
Hard Foods may do damage by bending wires, loosening cement under the bands or breaking the
little brackets and tubes which are attached.
Sticky foods damage appliances by bending wires and pulling cement loose.
Foods high in sugar content avoid whenever possible. If you do eat any of them, brush your teeth
immediately. If not convenient to brush, then always rinse your mouth with clear water after eating
very sweet foods such as cake or pie.
Don’t eat:
Popcorn, nuts, peanut brittle
Ice (not even if you are careful)
Lemons (pure lemon juice can hurt your tooth enamel)
Corn-on-the-cob
Corn chips, crisp tacos
Taffy
Caramels
Bubble gum, or any type of gum – a thousand times NO!
Carbonated sodas
Maybe:
Carrot sticks (if you cut into carrot curls which are thin)
Apples (cut into wedges; don’t bite)
Hard French bread (if you take small pieces and are very careful)
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